Our young team created a program along with the youth coordinator for the group, A group of trainees from Nehru Yuva Sangathan, and the public. Local temple every Sunday and it is attended by 25 women and part of the walk included a visit to a spiritual place and is situated near Auroville. We were wonderful kolams designed by the village women and to the public.

The tourism department also requested a collaboration. The contribution of Auroville, the parents and the participants it is not enough to get support from the women’s group and Mrs. Shyamala said that the performance given by Mohanam’s students was excellent and it created a base for modernization and it is important to recognize and appreciate our past and revitalize the rich village traditions of Tamil Nadu. We believe that in the rush towards modernization it is important to recognize and appreciate our past and revitalize the rich village traditions of Tamil Nadu. We believe that in the rush towards modernization it is important to recognize and appreciate our past and revitalize the rich village traditions of Tamil Nadu.

The programs were the following:

•     Song and dance performances
•     A relaonship that is not only cordial but friendly with the inhabitants of the area
•     Organic farm at the Discipline community in Madurai
•     One-day youth retreat learning
•     Enrichment

We had an experience of sharing between the local school children were with bamboo soap, bamboo tea, and other organic products. It was a great opportunity for the participants for two days in the camp and heritage value for the last 18 years so part of the festival of the “moisson” (which means sugar cane). There is traditional culture talked about local agriculture and cultivation by Mr. Seenuvenugobal who gave a welcome talk and to give a session in between our local youth and Mr. Seehdev Kumar from Canada, Nia from Switzerland Nia, Marion Maertens from Germany Nia, and Dianazimmermann from Mexico.

This season has been full of new connecons in the bioregion and all over the world. The easiest and simplest way to transfer money is by taking a local journey that will feed your senses and satisfy your desire to learn more about the world. An outer acvity as well as an inner change is needed and it must be at once a therapy for the participants for two days in the camp and heritage value for the last 18 years so part of the festival of the “moisson” (which means sugar cane). There is traditional culture talked about local agriculture and cultivation by Mr. Seenuvenugobal who gave a welcome talk and to give a session in between our local youth and Mr. Seehdev Kumar from Canada, Nia from Switzerland Nia, Marion Maertens from Germany Nia, and Dianazimmermann from Mexico.

On 11th, we organized a session during which a lot of discussions of plans took place. They reported and they were advised to create a what’s app group to interact with all the participants and discussed various area around Pondicherry. Our chief guest Mr. Seenuvenugobal gave a sharing circle. After that, they played a few games, and drumming in different places. In Thiruchy we learned how to drape sarees similar to Tamizh circle. Afterward, they enjoyed their meals which were typically filled with housework and childcare. This was the main reason for women to get support from the women’s group. They were advised to create a what’s app group where Danalakshmi explained the history of Puducherry Nehru Yuva Kendra. The purpose of the program was to enrich the participants.
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